
Questions  
 RFQ-20E-016 Rolling Sneeze Guards 

 
 

1.   Will PVC sheet roll up sneeze guards will be acceptable? Please see   
  attached image. 

. 

                
 

 
Answer: 

 
 

2. What thickness do you want the clear shield to be 1/8” or 3/16” ? 
Answer: .04 (T) Per Specs 

 
3. It says PVC but, PVC is a white solid material you won’t see thru is either 

acrylic or polycarbonate? Acrylic breaks and Polycarbonate is very hard for it 
to break what option do you want me to quote? 
Answer: Clear washable PVC Panel per Specs 

 
4.  Do you want wheels on the bottom to move the frame around or no wheels? 

Answer: Wheels are to be included (Please refer to the provided 
pictures) 

 
5. We have been making all of ours out of .020. We’ve sold over 10,000 and 

they’ve worked great. It’s obviously cheaper than .040 and clarity is actually 
better. 
Answer: Per Specs 
 
 



6. We make these in various sizes and with various materials so I can quote off 
of your dimensions. If it has similar properties to the PVC in regards to clarity 
and ease of cleaning would you care if the clear material was polycarbonate or 
PETG? 
Answer:  No PVC Marine Grade 

 
7. Would this be 50/100 etc per school? So 365 schools X 50 per school? 

Answer: The exact amount per school is unknown, consider pricing for 
at minimum 1000 units. 

  

8. Can you please check if the pvc being used has the correct thickness? I have 
that thickness here and it will cause a lot of vision distortion. Please check and 
let me know or let me have the phone number where I can reach the person in 
charge of this project because i think that the right thickness is 1/8. 
Answer: The RFQ specs are accurate and what is being requested. 
  

9. Please provide clarification on what EN-71 is. 
Answer: European Union certified. Safety Certified. 
 

10. Within the first order of 1,000 units, can deliveries take place (staggered 
deliveries) as manufacturing completes? 
Answer: Yes, acceptable with a minimum of 150 
 

11. TDS - we are assuming this is a Technical Data Sheet? 
Answer: TDS Tech Data Sheet 

 
12.  Provide clarification for in regards to SPEC “ …and it is placed inside a 1” x 1” 

x ¼” aluminum anodized black coated frame providing a total height of 72”. 
(Page 1 of 11) 
Answer:  1X1 powder coated, 72” without wheels, or aluminum w/ wheels 
74 9/16 

            
13.  The aluminum tube frame is listed as 1”x1”x ¼”.  Does ¼” refer to the wall   
      thickness of the tube?  If so, a 1” x 1” Aluminum Square Tube has a 1/8”     
      material wall thickness. We believe that 1”x1”x ¼” is not a good tube size.   
      Can you please verify? 

  Answer:  Not a Tube, but frame 1X1X ¼ per specs 
 

14.  Substitute finish, is Black Powder Coat an accepted substitute for the    
 specified anodized black coated finish?  Also, is there a specific specification    
 requirement for the anodize finish? 
 Answer: Yes 

 

15.  Can additional time be allotted, after the bid submission date of 9-24-20, to     
     be able to fabricate a complete full size sample for approval? 

 Answer: Time lines are crucial 
 



16. Can we submit Special ordering wider 0.04 (increase of 2.75"w), this is the 
availability in the market, for 0.04?  This will allow us to create units in a timely 
manner if  2.75" narrower.  The total of 54" Total Width ... Not 56 3/4" wide.  
We will provide the Sample for your review.  All other specs will be exactly as 
per the RFQ.  Is this ok?  
Answer: Per Specs 
 

17.  For the samples we need to delivery, can we just provide the 2” x 5” PVC    
 sample and TDS for the PVC panel instead of a full sample size? 
Answer:  Need actual size per Spec 

 
18.  I would like to know that you are willing to accept alternative materials or if   

 has to be the PVC 35 44PHR, Marine – UVI (1000 h), EN-71 certified. 
Answer:  Per Spec 

 
19. In the case you do not accept alternative materials, I would like to know if we 

can have an extension on the deadline to provide samples. 
Answer:  N/A 
 

20. Do the final product and/or samples need to be delivered fully assembled or 
can the feet be delivered without feet? 
Answer:  As long as the final product is delivered, ready to be rolled into     
the school, it can be shipped any way you want. 
 

21. What is the initial order quantity? 
Answer: Minimum of 1,000 with the opportunity to purchase additional 
quantities if needed. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


